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(57) Stitch arrangement data are divided into a plu-
rality of blocks (101 to 112). Among stitches (120 to 122)
in a block the center of which belongs to a display area
(94 to 96) and stitches (120 to 122) in blocks (101 to 112)
adjacent to this block, stitches (120 to 122) are extracted
in a part where lines connecting the starting points (81)

and the tip ends (82) of the stitches (120 to 122) collide
with the display area (94 to 96). With these stitches (120
to 122) taken as display targets, a 3D image correspond-
ing to a viewing direction is created. This can provide a
3D simulation image of a knitted fabric for necessary
points in real time.
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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a knit design,
and particularly to the display of a knit design locally in
real time.
[0002] Patent Document 1 discloses a technology to
use a knit design apparatus to design a knit product, con-
vert a design result into knitting data, and display a sim-
ulation image of a knitted fabric knitted according to the
knitting data. However, because it is difficult to simulate
at high speeds, it is not easy to display, in real time, a
section on the knitted fabric that one wishes to see.
Patent Document 1: Japanese Patent Application No.
2678228 
[0003] An object of the present invention is to display
a simulation image of the design of a knit product in real
time.
An additional object of the present invention is to be able
to display not only an image of the front of a knitted fabric
but also an image of a prolongation crossing front and
back needle beds during knitting or a prolongation on the
back of the knitted fabric.
[0004] The present invention is a knit design apparatus
that creates knitting data used for knitting a knitted fabric
using a flat knitting machine having at least a pair of front
and back needle beds, and displays a simulation image
of the knitting data on a color monitor, the knit design
apparatus being characterized in having:

means for obtaining and storing an arrangement of
stitches;
means for dividing the stored arrangement of stitch-
es into a plurality of blocks;
means for extracting, from the plurality of blocks, at
least one block in the vicinity of a display area of the
color monitor;
means for detecting, from the stitches of the extract-
ed block, a stitches having reference points con-
tained in the display area;
means for detecting, from the stitches of the extract-
ed block, stitches of which lines connecting starting
points and a tip ends collide with the display area;
and
means for creating a 3D image of the stitches having
the reference points contained in the display area
and of the stitches of which the lines connecting the
starting points and the tip ends collide with the dis-
play area, and displaying the 3D image on the color
monitor.

[0005] Furthermore, the present invention is a knit de-
sign method for creating knitting data used for knitting a
knitted fabric using a flat knitting machine having at least
a pair of front and back needle beds, and displaying a
simulation image of the knitting data on a color monitor,
the knit design method being characterized in performing
the following steps in order of a to e:

a: obtaining and storing an arrangement of stitches;
b: dividing the stored arrangement of stitches into a
plurality of blocks;
c: extracting, from the plurality of blocks, at least one
block in the vicinity of a display area of the color
monitor;
d: detecting, from the stitches of the extracted block,
stitches having reference points contained in the dis-
play area, and stitches of which lines connecting
starting points and tip ends collide with the display
area; and
e: creating a 3D image of the stitches having the
reference points contained in the display area and
of the stitches of which the lines connecting the start-
ing points and the tip ends collide with the display
area, and displaying the 3D image on the color mon-
itor.

[0006] Moreover, the present invention is a program
for a knit design apparatus that creates knitting data used
for knitting a knitted fabric using a flat knitting machine
having at least a pair of front and back needle beds, and
displays a simulation image of the knitting data on a color
monitor, the program being characterized in having:

an instruction to obtain and store an arrangement of
stitches;
an instruction to divide the stored arrangement of
stitches into a plurality of blocks;
an instruction to extract, from the plurality of blocks,
at least one block in the vicinity of a display area of
the color monitor;
an instruction to detect, from the stitches of the ex-
tracted block, stitches having reference points con-
tained in the display area;
an instruction to detect, from the stitches of the ex-
tracted block, stitches of which lines connecting
starting points and tip ends collide with the display
area; and
an instruction to create a 3D image of the stitches
having the reference points contained in the display
area and of the stitches of which the lines connecting
the starting points and the tip ends collide with the
display area, and to display the 3D image on the
color monitor.

[0007] It is preferred that the said means for creating
a 3D image may enlarge and reduce the 3D image and
may display an image of stitches held by needles in the
front and back needle beds in a cross section of the knit-
ted fabric, an image of a front view of the knitted fabric,
and an image of a rear view of the knitted fabric as the
3D image.
[0008] In this specification, the descriptions of the knit
design apparatus apply directly to the descriptions of the
knit design method and the knit design program, and the
descriptions of the knit design method and the knit design
program apply directly to the descriptions of the knit de-
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sign apparatus. The terms "bug" and "flaw" are syno-
nyms, and a knitted fabric to be knitted may be a cylin-
drical knitted fabric, integral knitted fabric, or other types
of knitted fabrics.
[0009] In this invention, a knitted fabric is divided into
blocks, and a block in the vicinity of a display area is
extracted. As a result, a range for searching whether or
not stitches are contained in the display area can be re-
stricted to the extracted block. Whether or not the stitches
are contained in the display area can be determined fast-
er than determining whether or not all of the stitches are
contained in the display area, by dividing a knitted fabric
having, for example, one million stitches into approxi-
mately one hundred blocks and extracting approximately
one to ten blocks.
Next, at least one reference point is provided to the stitch-
es, and whether the reference point is contained in the
display area or not is determined. This determination can
be performed relatively easily. A part of the stitches
whose reference point is not contained in the display area
detects the stitches contained in the display area, thus a
stitch in which a line connecting the starting point and
the front edge collides with the display area is detected.
Because the stitches belonging to the display area can
be detected at high speed by performing the steps de-
scribed above, a 3D image of a part of the knitted fabric
can be created and displayed.
[0010] At the same time, when the number of all of the
stitches contained in the display area is high, the process-
ing speed drops. The determination can be performed
efficiently by, first, determining whether the reference
point of the stitches belongs to the display area, and then
determining whether the line connecting the starting point
and the front edge of the stitches collides with the display
area. It is inefficient to express the shape of the stitches
through a row of approximately twenty points to deter-
mine whether the stitches at each point belong to the
display area, and not use the line connecting the starting
point and the front edge of the stitches.
[0011] A prolongation on a jacquard or the like can be
displayed by displaying not only the front but also the
back of the knitted fabric. Also, displaying a cross section
of the knitted fabric in which the stitches are engaged
with the needles of the front and back needle beds ena-
bles to check whether racking is corrected or whether
the prolongation is pushed down by yarn.
[0012] Fig. 1 is a block diagram of a knit design appa-
ratus according to an embodiment;

Fig. 2 is a block diagram of a debugging device ac-
cording to the embodiment;
Fig. 3 is a block diagram of a 3D viewer according
to the embodiment;
Fig. 4 is a flowchart showing a debugging algorithm
according to the embodiment;
Fig. 5 is a flowchart showing a creation algorithm of
a 3D viewer image according to the embodiment;
Fig. 6 is a block diagram showing a debugging pro-

gram according to the embodiment;
Fig. 7 is a block diagram showing a creation program
of a 3D viewer image according to the embodiment;
Fig. 8 is a diagram showing a stitch model according
to the embodiment;
Fig. 9 is a perspective view showing the relationship
between a cylindrical knitted fabric and a display ar-
ea according to the embodiment;
Fig. 10 is a perspective view showing the display
area according to the embodiment, wherein the
cross section of the cylindrical knitted fabric is viewed
downward;
Fig. 11 is a planar view showing the relationship be-
tween the display area and blocks of the knitted fabric
according to the embodiment;
Fig. 12 is a perspective view showing the relationship
between the display area and a block of the knitted
fabric according to the embodiment; and
Fig. 13 is a diagram showing an example of the 3D
viewer image according to the embodiment.

[0013]

2 Knit design apparatus
4 Manual input
6 Data input/output
8 Color monitor
10 Color printer
12 Knit design unit
14 Data converter
16 Loop simulator
18 Program memory
20 General-purpose memory
22 Image memory
24 Debugger
26 Virtual knitting machine
28 Needle bed motion tracing unit
29 Racking motion tracing unit
30 Carrier motion tracing unit
32 Check table
34 Checker
36 Knitted fabric data storage unit
38 Flaw data storage unit
40 3D viewer
42 Zoom processor
44 View point converter
46 Region determination unit
48 3D rendering unit
60 Debugging program
61 Check table creation instruction
62 Motion tracing instruction
63 Checking instruction
64 Kitted fabric data storage instruction
65 Display instruction
70 3D viewer program
71 Display area determination instruction
72 Block division instruction
73 Stitch list creation instruction
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74 Display mode selection instruction
75 Flaw section marking instruction
76 3D image creation instruction
80 Stitch model
81 Starting point
82 Tip end
91 Front knitted fabric
92 Back knitted fabric
94 to 96 Display areas
100 Block center
101 to 112 Blocks
120 to 122 Stitches

[0014] The best mode for carrying out the present in-
vention is described hereinafter.

EMBODIMENT

[0015] Figs. 1 to 13 show an embodiment. In Fig. 1,
reference numeral 2 represents a knit design apparatus,
and 4 a manual input, such as a keyboard, stylus, mouse,
trackball, or joystick. A data input/output 6 inputs/outputs
various data items and is configured by a disc driver or
a network interface. A color monitor 8 and color printer
10 output various data items, such as design data of a
knit product, simulation data of a finished knit product,
and an image of a 3D viewer described hereinafter.
[0016] A knit design unit 12 designs a knit product in
response to the input from the data input/output 6 or the
manual input 4. A data converter 14 converts the obtained
design data into a knitting data that can be knitted by a
flat knitting machine. A loop simulation 16 generates an
image simulating a knitted fabric to be knitted, so as to
display individual stitches based on the knitting data. A
program memory 18 stores various programs of the knit
design apparatus 2, and particularly stores a debugging
program 60 and 3D viewer program 70 that are described
hereinafter. A general-purpose memory 20 stores vari-
ous data items. An image memory 22 stores image data.
[0017] A debugger 24 detects a bug on the design data
of the knit product and carries out debugging with the
knitting data obtained by the data converter 14 as a tar-
get. A 3D viewer 40 generates a local 3D simulation im-
age of the knitted fabric, such as a 3D simulation image
of a section having the bug detected by the debugger 24
or a section designated by the manual input 4. The 3D
viewer 40 is characterized in generating, in real time, the
simulation image of the knitted fabric within a narrow
range in response to view point conversion. Note that the
loop simulator 16 generates a simulation image of the
entire knitted fabric but does not necessarily respond to
the view point conversion in real time.
[0018] Fig. 2 shows a configuration of the debugger
24. Reference numeral 26 represents a virtual knitting
machine. A needle bed motion tracing unit 28 traces the
conditions of the stitches hooked on individual needles
of the needle bed and the motions of the needles. The
conditions of the stitches include the IDs of the held stitch-

es, the type of the stitches, such as knit, tuck and miss
stitches, IDs of superposed stitches, the connection re-
lation among upper, lower, left and right stitches, and a
cumulative racking distance, that is, accumulation of
racking data obtained from a position where the stitches
are formed first. The motions of the needles include knit,
tuck, miss and transfer, and the condition of the stitches
varies according to these motions. A racking motion trac-
ing unit 29 stores a racking history and the current racking
distance. Racking means to shift the front and back nee-
dle beds relatively in a horizontal direction. A carrier mo-
tion tracing unit 30 stores the current position and moving
direction of each of a plurality of carriers supplying a knit-
ting thread to the needle beds.
[0019] A check table 32 is a table having a description
of data which relates to the motions of the needles, rack-
ing, and the movement of the carriers and becomes a
bug. The data of the check table 32 is supplied from, for
example, the debugging program 60, and which part of
the data is considered as a bug is designated based on
manual input. In addition, the check table 32 stores only
a minimum amount of bugs as standard, and a bug is
added thereto by means of manual input. A checker 34
uses the check table 32 to check the condition of the
stitches hooked on the needles, the motions of the nee-
dles, the racking motions, and the motions of the carriers,
and then detects a bug. The detected bug is stored in a
flaw data storage unit 38.
[0020] The characteristics of the bugs that are stored
in the check table 32 as standard are as follows:

a: Transfer is performed using the needles holding
two or at least three stitches: the stitches can be
dropped from the needles easily in the course of the
transfer;
b: A yarn over or a tuck is formed using an end of
the knitted fabric, and the next stitch forms a stitch
on the yarn over or tuck: the yarn over or tuck is
released;
c: The cumulative racking distance of the stitches is
equal to or more than a predetermined distance:
even when each racking distance is within an allow-
able range, the stitches are moved significantly by
accumulating the racking distances, which could
cause yarn cutting;
d: The same stitches are transferred at least a pre-
determined number of times: this could cause yarn
cutting;
e: When pressing off the stitches from the needles,
there is a stitch connected adjacent to the stitches
pressed off on the same needle bed. For example,
the stitches adjacent to each other on the same nee-
dle bed are connected by the yarn. These stitches
are pressed off from the needle: this could be a de-
sign error; and
f: Vertically connected stitches are shifted horizon-
tally more than a predetermined number of times:
this could cause yarn cutting.
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In these operations, appropriate selection of a yarn
and knitting conditions can prevent the occurrence
of troubles and might produce an intentional design
that is not a bug. In such a case, instead of automat-
ically correcting the detected bug, it is preferred to
display the detected bug and allow a user to correct
the design data. The bugs of the paragraphs "b" and
"f" can be detected by checking the stitches hooked
on the needles and the stitches knitted at the end
below the former stitches.

[0021] The flaw data storage unit 38 stores data de-
scribing, for example, what kind of bug exists on a certain
stitch. The flaw data storage unit 38 also stores informa-
tion indicating what kind of flaw is caused at a certain
knitting state. The needle bed motion tracing unit 28 trac-
es the condition of the needles of the needle beds in the
virtual knitting machine 26. As a result, the types and
positions of the stitches knitted by the virtual knitting ma-
chine 26 and the connection relation among the sur-
rounding stitches can be found out and stored in a knitted
fabric data storage unit 36. The stitch arrangement ob-
tained here is constituted by two sides of the front knitted
fabric and the back knitted fabric. Each of these sides is
sectioned vertically and horizontally in a grid-like pattern,
and a starting point and front edge of a stitch are provided
at each intersection of the grids. The front edge is at the
same position as a base point of an upper stitch. Instead
of designating the positions of the stitches based on the
intersections of the grids, a 3D coordinate of the base
point or front edge of each stitch may be stored. The base
point indicates the position where each stitch starts, and
the front edge indicates the position where the stitch
ends. These data can be held in any ways. Among the
bugs, there is a bug that cannot be detected unless lower
knitted stitches are checked. The data of the knitting data
storage unit 36 are also read by the checker 34. The flaw
data or knitted fabric data is supplied to the 3D viewer
40, and a 3D image displaying, for example, the flaw data
is created.
[0022] Fig. 3 shows a configuration of the 3D viewer
40. The 3D viewer 40 uses a 3D arrangement of the stitch-
es obtained by the knitted fabric data storage unit 36, a
3D arrangement of the stitches obtained by the loop sim-
ulator 16, and data that is obtained by converting the
knitting data obtained by the data converter 14 into a
stitch arrangement of the front and back knitted fabrics.
Reference numeral 42 is a zoom processor for determin-
ing a display area by reducing/enlarging an image. A view
point converter 44 moves the display area in response
to view point conversion. The zoom processor 42 and
the view point converter 44 are operated by a manual
input and display a 3D image, such as an image in which
the knitted fabric is disposed on a flat surface, an image
of the cross section of the knitted fabric, and an image
of the knitted fabric viewed obliquely. A region determi-
nation unit 46 extracts stitches contained in the display
area, from the stitches stored in the knitted fabric data

storage unit 36. A 3D rendering unit 48 displays the stitch-
es of the display area three-dimensionally, and marks
these stitches on a flaw section in accordance with the
data of the flaw data storage unit 38. This image does
not have to be rendered. The created image is stored in
the image memory 22 and output to the color monitor 8.
[0023] Fig. 4 shows a debugging algorithm. The knit-
ting data is input, and consequently the condition of the
stitches hooked on the needles of the needle beds, the
racking condition, and the condition of the carriers are
updated for each knitting operation. The data corre-
sponding to the check table are checked in relation to
these conditions and changes thereof. The data corre-
sponding to the check table are stored as the flaw data,
and the data of the stitches pressed off from the needle
beds are stored in the knitted fabric data storage unit 36.
[0024] Fig. 5 shows the processing performed by the
3D viewer. An object of the processing performed by the
3D viewer is to create a list of the stitches of the display
area at high speeds so that a local 3D image can be
created in real time. When displaying the flaw data, the
flaw data is disposed near the center of the display area,
for example. Furthermore, manual input can be utilized
to input the center of the display area, the degree of image
reduction/enlargement, the view point direction, and the
display mode. The target knitted fabric is in the form of
a cylinder, for example, and specifically a knitted fabric
obtained by joining bodies and sleeves together without
sewing them. The display area therefore includes a dis-
play area of the front knitted fabric and the display area
of the back knitted fabric. The stitches that have the start-
ing points in these display areas or the stitches in each
of which the line connecting the starting point and the
front edge collides with the display area are displayed on
the 3D image.
[0025] The 3D arrangement of the stitches is found
from the knitted fabric data storage unit 36 and the like.
The arrangement of the stitches is divided into a plurality
of blocks. The size of each block is, for example, 128
stitches � 128 stitches. Although the blocks are fixed in
this embodiment, a block may be generated each time
in accordance with the display area. The reason why the
arrangement of the stitches is divided into blocks is to
restrict the search range of the stitches contained in the
display area.
[0026] A block of stitches whose center is contained
in the display area, and a block of stitches adjacent to
the former block that has the starting point contained in
the display area are listed. The meaning of the starting
point is shown in a stitch model 80 of Fig. 8. Reference
numeral 81 represents the starting point and 82 the front
edge of the stitches. Whether the stitches are contained
in the display area is determined based on whether a line
connecting the starting point 81 to the front edge 82 col-
lides with the display area or not. It should be noted that
the position of the starting point 81 is stored in the knitted
fabric data storage unit 36. The position of the front edge
82 is the position of the starting point of the next stitch
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(upper stitch) supported by the stitch model 80 in Fig. 8
and determined from the connection relation among the
stitches. The positions of the starting point 81 and the
front edge 82 may be defined with a certain degree of
accuracy so that the stitches belonging to display area
can be determined.
[0027] Fig. 9 shows the relationship between the cy-
lindrical knitted fabric and the display area. Reference
numeral 91 represents the front knitted fabric, 92 the back
knitted fabric, 94 the overall display area for the front
knitted fabric and the back knitted fabric, 95 a display
area for the front knitted fabric, and 96 a display area for
the back knitted fabric. When displaying the front of the
front knitted fabric, the direction of the view point is as
shown by the white arrow in the diagram. When display-
ing the back of the front knitted fabric, it is displayed with
the view point that looks at the front knitted fabric side
from the inside of the cylinder. A prolongation of the like
that extends through the back of the knitted fabric can
be displayed with jacquards.
[0028] Fig. 10 shows a display area in which the cross
section of the knitted fabric is viewed downward, wherein
the white arrow is the direction of the view point. The
height directions of the display areas 94, 95 are relatively
narrower than those shown in Fig. 9, and a prolongation
between the display areas 94, 95 is also displayed. When
displaying the needles, a state in which the stitches at
the upper ends of each of the display areas are engaged
with the needles is displayed.
[0029] Fig. 11 shows the relationship between the dis-
play area and the blocks. The knitted fabric is divided
into the plurality of blocks, each of which contains stitches
in a size of, for example, approximately 16 stitches x 16
stitches to 256 stitches x 256 stitches, or preferably ap-
proximately 128 stitches x 128 stitches. A representative
point 100 is defined for each block, and blocks 101, 102
having the representative point 100 belonging to the dis-
play area are extracted. The extracted blocks 101, 102
and the surrounding blocks, which are adjacent blocks
103 to 112, are obtained as display area processing tar-
gets. Then, determination is made on each of the stitches
of the blocks 101 to 112 as to whether the starting point
is contained in the display area, then whether the front
edge is contained in the display area, and finally whether
the line connecting the starting point and the front edge
collides with any of the four sides of the display area. Any
of these stitches is obtained as a display target. Refer-
ence numeral 120 represents a stitch that does not have
the base point in the display area but has the front edge
in the display area, while reference numeral 121 repre-
sents a stitch that does not have the base point or the
front edge in the display area but has the line connecting
them in the display area.
[0030] As long as the 3D coordinate of the four apexes
of the display area is known, it is easily to determine
whether the starting point or the front edge is contained
in the display area or not. Next, by obtaining a straight
line which is the extension of the ling connecting the start-

ing point and the front edge of the stitches, and the in-
tersection of straight lines obtained by extending the four
sides of the display area, collision between the line with
the display area can be detected based on the presence
of any of the intersections on the line and within the sides
of the display area. In this way, the stitches within the
display area are listed. Note that, in the block where the
representative point is located in the vicinity of the center
of the display area, all of the stitches might be considered
existing within the display area. Furthermore, a process
for determining the position of the front edge may be omit-
ted, and a process for determining the position of the
base point may be performed, followed by the collision
determination. The range of the surrounding blocks is
defined based on the relative size between each block
and the display area. The range of the surrounding blocks
can extend to the adjacent block or be between this ad-
jacent block and the block outside thereof.
[0031] Fig. 12 shows an example of the prolongation.
A stitch 122 has its base point in the front knitted fabric
and front edge in the back knitted fabric. The base point
does not belong to the display area, but the front edge
belongs to the display area 96. In this case as well, the
collision determination can extract the stitch 122. Creat-
ing the list of the stitches contained in the display area
in this manner enables to select the display mode in which
the knitted fabric is displayed in a planar view/horizontal
cross-sectional view, or in which the knitted fabric is dis-
played with/without the needles of the needle beds. Note
that the latter option of displaying the knitted fabric with
the needles of the needle beds may not be provided.
Next, a process for changing the color is carried out on
the stitches of the flaw section, and thus obtained 3D
image is displayed on the color monitor.
[0032] Fig. 6 shows the debugging program 60, and
Fig. 7 the 3D viewer program 70. These programs are
stored by means of a carrier wave or within a CD-ROM
or other storage medium and supplied to the data input/
output 6. In Fig. 6, reference numeral 61 represents a
check table creation instruction to create a table for
checking flaws, in the knit design apparatus configured
by a computer. A motion tracing instruction 62 creates
the virtual knitting machine 26 within the knit design ap-
paratus, and traces the condition of the needles of the
needle beds, the racking condition, and the condition of
the carriers. A checking instruction 63 causes the knit
design apparatus to execute checking of the condition of
the needles of the needle beds, the racking condition and
the condition of the carriers by means of the data of the
table of the check table creation instruction 61, and then
to store the result of detecting flaws. A knitted fabric data
storage instruction 64 stores the data of the stitches
pressed off from the needles of the needle beds, in the
memory of the knit design apparatus. A display instruc-
tion 65 turns over the detection result to the 3D viewer
program 70 or the like and displays the detection result
on the monitor.
[0033] Fig. 7 shows the 3D viewer program 70. Refer-
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ence numeral 71 represents a display area determination
instruction to determine the display area in response to
an input of the view point or a zoom command, and a
block division instruction 72 divides the knitted fabric data
into the plurality of blocks. Note that the blocks may be
divided every time the display area is designated. Each
of the blocks may have a fixed size in relation to the knit-
ted fabric data, and therefore the display area may or
may not be changed. A stitch list creation instruction 73
creates a list of the stitches contained in the display area.
A display mode selection instruction 74 receives a se-
lected display mode indicating whether the knitted fabric
is displayed in a planar view or cross-sectional view, and
performs a process associated with it. A flaw section
marking instruction 75 marks a section having flaw knit-
ting data. A 3D image creation instruction 76 creates a
3D image so that a flaw section can be marked on the
listed stitches.
[0034] Fig. 13 shows an example of a display image
of the 3D viewer, wherein a stitch whose knitting data
has a bug is distinguished from other stitches. A flaw here
is that a double stitch is transferred and the adjacent stitch
on the left is a single stitch and moreover only the stitch
with a flaw is a double stitch, as the result, it becomes
difficult to be noticed easily. Transferring the double stitch
might cause a stitch to be dropped from the needles dur-
ing the transfer, depending on the yarn used. The 3D
viewer can reduce/enlarge the display area, convert the
view point, and display the knitted fabric in a planar view
or a cross-sectional view so that the user can understand
the configuration of the knitted fabric immediately. When
changing the design data, the design data can be
changed by inputting a new design from the 3D viewer.
Or, the design data is changed by moving the design
from the 3D viewer to another screen on the color mon-
itor.
[0035] The present embodiment can attain the follow-
ing effects.

(1) The bugs of the design data of the knit product
obtained by the flat knitting machine can be detected
automatically. This can prevent troubles from occur-
ring during the mass production, and simplify the
work of manually checking a large number of stitch-
es.
(2) Because the 3D viewer can determine the display
area at high speeds, a 3D image of a required section
can be provided in real time. Therefore, the design
can be understood or changed easily.

[0036] In order to determine the range of stitches to be
displayed, in the present embodiment a block where the
representative point 100 belongs to the display area is
extracted, and then whether stitches of the surrounding
blocks are contained in the display range or not is deter-
mined. However, for example, the following process is
possible as well. First, the knitted fabric is divided into a
plurality of blocks with reference to the center of the dis-

play area. The size of each block is constant, for example.
One block is made smaller than the display area, while
nine blocks are made larger than the display area. The
center of the central block is disposed in the vicinity of
the center of the display area. As a result, the entire cen-
tral block is contained in the display area. Next, blocks
adjacent to the central block are detected. That is, a block
whose base point is contained in the display area and a
block whose base point is not contained in the display
area and line connecting the base point and the front
edge collides with the four sides of the display area are
detected.

Claims

1. A knit design apparatus (2) for creating knitting data
for knitting a knitted fabric using a flat knitting ma-
chine having at least a pair of front and back needle
beds, and displaying a simulation image of the knit-
ting data on a color monitor (8),
the knit design apparatus (2) being characterized
by:

means for obtaining and storing an arrangement
of stitches (120 to 122);
means for dividing the stored arrangement of
stitches (120 to 122) into a plurality of blocks
(101 to 112);
means for extracting, from the plurality of blocks
(101 to 112), at least one block in the vicinity of
a display area (94 to 96) of the color monitor (8);
means for detecting, from the stitches (120 to
122) of the extracted block, stitches having ref-
erence points contained in the display area (94
to 96);
means for detecting, from the stitches (120 to
122) of the extracted block, stitches of which
lines connecting starting points (81) and tip ends
(82) collide with the edges of the display area
(94 to 96); and
means for creating a 3D image of the stitches
having the reference points contained in the dis-
play area (94 to 96) and of the stitches of which
the line connecting the starting points (81) and
the tip ends (82) collide with the edges of the
display area (94 to 96), and displaying the 3D
image on the color monitor (8).

2. The knit design apparatus (2) according to claim 1,
characterized in that said means for creating a 3D
image may enlarge and reduce the 3D image and
may display an image of stitches held by needles in
the front and back needle beds in a cross section of
the knitted fabric, an image of a front view of the
knitted fabric, and an image of a rear view of the
knitted fabric as the 3D image.
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3. A knit design method for creating knitting data for
knitting a knitted fabric using a flat knitting machine
having at least a pair of front and back needle beds,
and displaying a simulation image of the knitting data
on a color monitor (8),
the knit design method being characterized in per-
forming the following steps in order of a to e:

a: obtaining and storing an arrangement of
stitches (120 to 122);
b: dividing the stored arrangement of stitches
(120 to 122) into a plurality of blocks (101 to 112);
c: extracting, from the plurality of blocks (101 to
112), at least one block in the vicinity of a display
area (94 to 96) of the color monitor 8;
d: detecting, from the stitches (120 to 122) of
the extracted block, stitches having reference
points contained in the display area (94 to 96),
and stitches of which lines connecting starting
points (81) and tip ends (82) collide with edges
of the display area (94 to 96); and
e: creating a 3D image of the stitches having the
reference points contained in the display area
(94 to 96) and of the stitches of which lines con-
necting the starting points (81) and the tip ends
(82) collide with the edges of the display area
(94 to 96), and displaying the 3D image on the
color monitor (8).

4. A knit design program for a knit design apparatus (2)
for creating knitting data for knitting a knitted fabric
using a flat knitting machine having at least a pair of
front and back needle beds, and displays a simula-
tion image of the knitting data on a color monitor (8),
the knit design program being characterized by
making following instructions carried out by the knit
design apparatus (2):

an instruction to obtain and store an arrange-
ment of stitches (120 to 122);
an instruction to divide the stored arrangement
of stitches (120 to 122) into a plurality of blocks
(101 to 112);
an instruction to extract, from the plurality of
blocks (101 to 112), at least one block in the
vicinity of a display area (94 to 96) of the color
monitor 8;
an instruction to detect, from the stitches (120
to 122) of the extracted block, stitches having
reference points contained in the display area
(94 to 96);
an instruction to detect, from the stitches (120
to 122) of the extracted block, stitches of which
lines connecting starting points (81) and tip ends
(82) collide with edges of the display area (94
to 96); and
an instruction to create a 3D image of the stitch-
es having the reference points contained in the

display area (94 to 96) and of the stitches of
which the lines connecting the starting points
(81) and the tip ends (82) collide with the edges
of the display area (94 to 96), and to display the
3D image on the color monitor (8).
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